
 

 

Guiding Questions for Kindergarten Conversations 

 

Support for learning 

in a virtual kindergarten classroom 

comes with many important considerations. 
 
This resource contains sample guiding questions intended to prompt and 
support meaningful conversations about learning in a virtual 

kindergarten environment. Educators might use the questions to shape 
the information and guidance they share with families, and in turn, 
parents and families might use the questions to become more informed 
about the expectations and opportunities for them and their child. 
 
Starting Kindergarten can be a very exciting time for 

children and their families!   
The 2020-2021 school year is different than expected, and it is 
important that parents and families are provided with opportunities to 
learn and clarify the ways schools will partner with them in their child’s 
education. Whether children are learning in school, at home or in a 
combination of places, communication between home and school is 
very important to each child’s successful learning and development, 
especially in kindergarten.  
 

Conversation Starters: These guiding questions can be used as a springboard to generate a learning-based dialogue 
between parents and educators. The questions and answers can help explain expectations and policies for the virtual 
learning classroom environment. Some things may be familiar, and others may describe a new way of doing things.  
Open conversations and learning partnerships are the best way for everyone to start this exciting kindergarten year!   
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Kindergarten Conversations

Sample Guiding Questions and Conversation Starters 

Questions Related to Technology 

What platform will be used during remote learning for the kindergarten classroom? 
Will parents and families receive instruction and support for using the platform? 
How will students receive guidance about accessing links and navigating the virtual classroom? 
What online school subscriptions are available for students in kindergarten and what are the passcodes? 
What are examples of no-cost, developmentally appropriate educational websites for kindergarten students? 
What happens if an electronic device is not available at home to complete online assignments? 
What is the protocol if technical difficulties arise or a device breaks at home? 
What is the average length of time students will receive instruction on a computer screen?  
What other types of technology might be utilized for teaching and learning? (TV, phone, video chatting, 
audio, email, camera/images, voice recordings, etc.) 
Generally, how much time will students use technology to complete assignments? 
 

Questions Related to Communication with Teachers 

How will teachers communicate with parents and families? 
Can children request virtual meetings with teachers? If yes, how is it scheduled? 
What is the best way to contact a teacher for questions and discussions? 
What are teachers’ hours of availability for parent/family discussions? 
What is the best way to share a problem or concern? 
 

Questions Related to Virtual Classroom Assignments 

How will attendance/absences be checked and recorded? 
How will information about assignments and student progress be shared? 
How will the child and family be informed of the timeframe to complete online assignments? 
How will assignments be submitted and how should children/parents keep track of assignments? 
Will there be class expectations (rules) during virtual learning classes? 
Will teaching/lessons be live or recorded? Will they be modeled for parents/families to reinforce at home? 
Will instruction be delivered from the child’s classroom or will it occur in multiple settings? 
Will teachers have one-on-one instruction time or meetings with each child? 
Will there be small group instruction so that children can learn and converse with their peers? 
What supplies are recommended to support kindergarten students learning virtually? 
Will the school send children the supplies or provide suggested items generally available at home? 
Are there ways that parents and families can connect and support one another? 
 

Questions Related to Student Independent Learning 

What are ways to keep students on task while doing virtual learning activities? 
What things can we do to get children up and moving while performing learning activities? 
What is Social Emotional Learning and what role does it play in starting kindergarten in a virtual environment?  
What are some developmentally appropriate activities to help children build independence? 
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